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great masses of others. In Russia a great parliament, atutlim

elected by free az* suffrage of the whole people, met tsgst together

for one day, had one a.eing. When they came together for the

second meeting, they were met at the door by troupe which Lenin had

sent, to drive them away. And never agin was a freely electM

parliament of the Russian people allowed to meet.

Lenin's brilliant mind worked out a clever system afsspisagi

*mxaSxm*ptsiagi of complete control from the top down by means

of espionage, brain washings, recurrent purginge of the party, and

frequent examination of the record of a man's whole life, to be sure

that he is politically reliable. Most t±rtsm ingenious sustema

of torture were devised to find what in in a man's heart. A wonderful.

system of power was developed. By means of this system of power, a

little group of representing lees than one percent of the Russian

people, itself absolutely controlled by a very aj small group of

leaders, holds omplete domination over many millions, in such a way

that ttx a tiny step of deviation is enough to cause a man to be

liquidated or reduced to slavery No xttx rebellion can get a start

because the very slightest expression of dissatisfaction is immediately

detected and punished. It is a clever eystem.ot power. It has

been taught to men who have introduced it into other nations,

while themselves remaining under its a control, and subject to the

masters of the Kremlin. One mietkke was made tatx in the case of

?it*. The blind optimists who direct the foreign policies of some of'

our nations keep wishfully thinking that Mao Too Tung will. follow

in the same tine. It can safely be said that the masters of the

Kremlin will never make another mistake of the type which they made

in 1ugosl*via. China in tightly bound to Moscow's control.
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